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Introduction 
 

Procrastination is a highly prevalent problem that occurs when people are faced with tasks that seem                

aversive, difficult, or displeasing. Procrastination is associated with a range of negative outcomes across              

many different aspects of an individual's domains of life. Our research has found that many researchers                

in the field contend that procrastination is a form of self-regulation failure, where individuals are unable                

to reconcile the short term pleasure of not engaging in an aversive task with the long term, and usually                   

much more severe displeasure of putting off that task. Particularly in the current climate of technology,                

immediate gratification, and highly accessible sources of distraction, procrastination has been growing in             

both it’s prevalence and its severity (Steel, 2007). In nearly every domain — academic, professional, and                

personal facets of life — procrastination is a severe issue responsible for exacerbating anxiety and               

negative habits, as well as limiting the quality and quantity of work that an individual is capable of                  

producing. As students, an intervention to this negative human behavior was particularly relevant. With              

regular academic and personal deadlines, we have all felt the negative effects of procrastination, and               

battled with the cause of procrastination on a psychological level, and the effects of procrastination in                

our academic and personal spheres. For this reason, our group tasked ourselves with addressing and               

creating an intervention to procrastination.  

 

We examined existing research on the subject of procrastination, including different intervention            

methods, the role technology plays in intervention, and the associated strategies of persuasion for              

reducing the anxiety surrounding these aversive tasks. The Following paper documents these research             

and attempts at intervention, as well as our final implementation of Bttn. a interactive scheduling and                

time management application that implements distancing and attainable goal pursuits as a persuasion             

techniques to help the user in alleviating the anxiety surrounding the task or action that is causing them                  

to procrastinate.  
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Initial Research 

Existing Research  

People are conscious of their self-control problems & they try to regulate behavior by imposing costly                

deadlines as commitment devices. Although these devices help to mitigate procrastination, they’re not             

as effective as externally imposed constraints & might actually lead to lower task performance (Ariely &                

Wertenbroch, 2002). The problem is that most people struggle with visualizing their future selves and so                

they inevitably make inherently unstable intertemporal choices (Loewenstein & Thaler, 1989). Thus as             

opposed to thinking about the long term, we import new benefits into the present (Ariely, 2012).                

Research has also looked into possible fixes. Previous work by Daniel Goldstein showed that merely               

exposing people to visual representations of their future self could alter behavior. For instance, using               

aging software was adequate to get people to change their investment habits (Goldstein, 2011).  

 

Research also exposed the (negative) relationship procrastination might have with our emotions.            

Negative mood states associated with a task in the present (Blunt & Pychyl, 2000; McCown, Blake, &                 

Keiser, 2012), and perhaps the future (Flett et al., 2012), along with the act of procrastination itself, in                  

the past (Lay, 1994; Tykocinski & Pittman, 1998) seem to increase procrastination. Barely being              

reflective about procrastination habits in the moment could induce feelings of frustration & self              

criticism. In order to regulate these feelings, we might allow ourselves to abandon the task at hand – as                   

explained by the theory of metacognitive awareness (Teasdale, Segal, & Williams, 1995). In addition,              

reflecting too heavily on previous procrastination behavior, could cause anxiety (Lay, 1994, Stainton et              

al., 2000), just as trying to complete previously delayed tasks can exacerbate worry and anxiety (Ferrari,                

1991; Solomon & Rothblum, 1984) along with unfavorable views of ourselves (Flett, Blankstein, &              

Martin, 1995). One way to combat this is through reframing; shifting the negative image you have of a                  

task to a positive one. Fundamentally changing the perception you have of an activity so it doesn’t lead                  

to further procrastination (Evans et al,. 2009). Another way is through self-affirmation. When             

threatened, self-affirmations can restore self competence, allowing people to reflect on sources of             

self-worth (Cascio, O’Donnell, Tinney, Lieerman, Taylor, Stecther & Falk,  2016.) 

 

If procrastination is almost inevitable & leads to such negative emotions, one might wonder why people                

are motivated to get anything done at all. Fortunately, there’s substantial work that shows ways in                
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which several interventions could aid in goal pursuit. Giving people autonomy, allowing them to              

demonstrate competence & increasing relatedness can allow greater volition and motivation (Ryan &             

Deci, 2000). Feedback provides an affective experience, meaning that it could lead to specific emotions               

(Fishbach, Eyal, Finklestein, 2010). As people progress towards a goal, they take feedback as a signal of                 

their level of expertise within that goal (Fishbach, Eyal, Finklestein, 2010). However prior to this, they                

evaluate their commitment & if uncertain, are better off thinking of historical progress (Koo & Fishbach,                

2008). 

 

Taking information from these papers along with interviews conducted with our primary user group, we               

prioritized five “anchors” as the central themes to guide our approach to the intervention: Self               

Regulation, Visualizing Future Self, Emotional Regulation, Goal Pursuit & Reframing. 

 

Existing Products in the Field of Task Management and Procrastination 

Procrastination is a human pattern that has been addressed by many existing applications and tools, as                

well as research papers. To ensure that our design was informed by as much of the existing work and                   

literature out there, our team additionally performed a competitive analysis of the existing technologies              

in the field of procrastination and time management. This competitive analysis focused on the following               

existing applications and tools: Asana, Google Calendar, Todoist, Trello, Omnifocus, Saent and            

Moodnotes.  

 

 

 

 

 

 Screencaps of the 

UI and workflow for 

the TODOIST 

Scheduling app. 
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Screencaps from the Asana scheduling app. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Screencaps from the Moodnotes app. 

 

The majority of this competitive analysis turned up scheduling apps for people to collect and organize                

the tasks and activities they need to do. One of the most intriguing approaches was Moodnotes,                

pictured above. Moodnotes aims to help their user develop healthier thinking habits by tracking their               

mood and learning the behaviors or activities that affect it. It then tries to increase the user’s self                  
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awareness, to reduce the user’s distress and enhance their sense of self and well-being. Rather than                

distancing the user from their concept of stress and anxiety, Moodnotes sought to bring the user                

awareness of their habits and a greater sense of their self. This would, according to their product site,                  

allow the user to reduce the anxiety surrounding averse tasks and thereby reduce the procrastination               

tendencies of the user. The overall workflow of this application was greatly helpful in designing the                

iterations of our prototypes and also the ultimate design of our intervention.  

  

User Interviews  

To better understand procrastination habits & hindrances to productivity, we interviewed 9 students             

at Carnegie Mellon. The interview participants were selected through accidental sampling & came             

from a broad variety of academic disciplines. The oldest participant was 30 & the youngest was 20.                 

We standardized the questions (see Appendix) & asked about how procrastination manifests, how it              

affects them(emotionally & psychologically), how they dealt with it (specific tools they use, and              

mindsets they have)& their preferred kinds of interventions.  

 

All participants acknowledged some level of procrastination as a problem. On a scale of 1-10 (with 1                 

being not severe at all & 10 being extremely severe), two participants said it was a level 8. 3                   

participants said it was a level 6, two interviewees reported a level 5 & one person reported a level                   

3. The median therefore is a level 6 . Many participants defined procrastination as putting off tasks                1

until later, engaging in unimportant but enjoyable activities (e.g social media) & thinking they have               

more time to do something than they actually do.  

 

The most common activities that were procrastinated on were things that required significant levels              

of concentration & cognitive resources (e.g research papers, assignments and school work). If             

interviewees didn’t find a task intrinsically interesting, they were likely to procrastinate on it as well                

(e.g finances & taxes). As expected, many people experience guilt, shame & low-self esteem as a                

result of abandoning their work. Notably, several participants indicated that procrastination-induced           

stress created a vicious cycle of even more procrastination. Furthermore, participants reported            

1 Although we suspect this underestimates the reality of the seriousness of procrastination. Maybe 
because of ambiguous wording. Perhaps a better question might have been “How much does 
procrastination affect your work”? 
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being most likely to procrastinate when physiological factors like fatigue set in, or when they were                

least self aware. 

 

Although most people reported being aware of their procrastination in-the-moment, many said they             

weren’t motivated enough to stop it. A particularly interesting response came from a participant              

who said “There is a difference between procrastination and de-prioritising. And I am not stressed               

about some stuff even if I don’t do it, if I don’t feel too strongly about procrastinating and the guilt                    

is lower. Guilt of procrastination mostly comes with things I personally attach more value to. And                

sometime de-prioritising is okay, because I have less riding on it.” It was the clearest example from                 

our participant pool of someone’s attempt at emotional regulation through reframing.  

 

In mitigating procrastination, many reported that it helped to “visualize and put all my timelines &                

deadlines in front of me”. Others liked the hierarchical structure of to-do lists because it showed                

what needed to be completed. A few people reported using planners “religiously” to bring              

“structure to their day”. Surprisingly, few people reported using social accountability to help them              

remain productive. Only a few people said it helps to work in environments where others are                

working as well, but most of our respondents thought of procrastination as something they must               

handle by themselves.  
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Design Process 

Concept 1: Orb 

The first concept, Orb, mainly targeted the idea of visualizing the future self to motivate users                

towards goal pursuit through an abstract representation and constant feedback. This orb would             

present itself to the user through browser/lock screens, serving as a constant reminder of their               

future self.  

 

An early prototype was designed to get user feedback on the idea. The app uses the simple form of a                    

circle as a metaphor for balance and a basic palette of colours to represent goal fulfillment. Based                 

on learnings from our user interviews, the aim of the app was to build on a more holistic sense of                    

self by reducing procrastination not just for work related tasks but other personal goals as well. 

 

We used Goal pursuit theory to increase motivation towards completion of tasks through providing              

timely feedback in order to build affective experiences. This feedback would vary in regard to whether                

the user would be closer to goal completion or further away from it. The orb was designed to have                   

efficient integration with the user’s scheduling app, and work in sync to recognise the user’s patterns. 

 

Workflow 

 

The landing page asked users to choose what factors contributed the most to the image they held of                  

their future selves – options ranged from physical & mental health, to work & social lives and                 

included the option for a user defined category. Based on the user’s selections, the app would assign                 

a colour to each of these variables and they were then invited to schedule subgoals for the                 

corresponding categories. As the user progressed towards completion of these tasks, the future orb              

would start filling up with colour slowly, and serve as a motivation towards completing tasks through                

its visualisation and reminders.  
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The app included textual reminders like “Get going! Remember everything you do makes your future               

full!” It also included progress check such as “Good going! Your work self looks very happy!” “Your                 

physical health self may need some attention!” & “Only one step away from fulfilling your future                

self!”. 

 

 

Wireframes from the Orb concept prototype application 
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Concept 2: Digital Buddy 

The digital buddy was a voice bot scheduling assistant that resides within the app and utilises touch                 

as well as voice inputs, and helps to increase awareness of emotions related to tasks and regulating                 

them as a means of preventing procrastination.  

 

A low-fi early prototype asked users to tag tasks with emojis reflecting user’s mood. It utilised                

‘reframing’ as a technique to change negative attitudes towards certain tasks, using these reframed              

thoughts as reminders for users for task completion. It also enabled users to ‘reschedule’ as a proxy                 

for procrastination counteracting negative emotions that may arise from acknowledging          

procrastination & also encouraging a connection with future self. Lastly, it provided summary             

analytics on historical behavior & emotion for awareness of patterns. 

Wireframes of the digital buddy concept prototype 
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Workflow 

 

A user adds his task and deadline using voice for easy input. The app then takes this task and using                    

machine learning, auto-splits it into smaller tasks and deadlines which can be edited. The subtasks               

are displayed in a “stacked” view when the user reviews tasks for the day where the user has to                   

indicate how they feel about a task (swiping right/left) in order to view the stack. For all tasks the                   

user feels negatively about, they are taken into a ‘reframing mode’ to help articulate a reason that                 

can affect a change of attitude towards the task. Later, when a reminder appears for that task, it                  

shows the corresponding reason to increase motivation. The reminder only provides options to             

begin working in a “focus mode” or asks them to reschedule to another specific date and time. The                  

former uses textual nudges to remind users of the benefits of delaying instant gratification to finalize                

a task. 
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Concept 3: Flowers 

Design 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Design overview of the Flowers prototype concept 

 

This concept integrates a chatbot counselor with an emotional regulation dashboard & progress             

indicators. It offers the option to choose two different personalities as the chatbot counselor – either a                 
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friendly-minded bot or a logically-minded bot. During stressful periods, the app provides uses             

affirmations & counselling using psychological techniques such as the “Four Walls” approach. Using             

reframing, it displays progress on daunting tasks by creating an animated flower that grows visually in                

direct proportion to progress made. This flower uses positive reinforcement – if a user fails to complete                 

a task, it doesn’t “wilt” not “reduce”. It just stops growing. To reduce barriers to adoption, we use a                   

one-click interface.  

 

Similar to the other two concepts, it also graphically displays a summary of your emotional timeline                

throughout the tracked working period. Specific metrics include chat summaries, most & least             

productive times and tasks as well as information on previous weeks. 
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Methods 
 

To measure the efficacy of the three concepts, we recruited more students at Carnegie Mellon for early                 

concept testing. The goal of these user interviews was to get people to respond to different behaviour                 

change aspects of the intervention, including how it made them feel & to get feedback on specific task                  

flows.  

 

We exposed each participant to wireframes of the three concepts & walked them through the workflow.                

We recorded comments, points of frustration and every instance when they interrupted to clarify a               

design choice. Because the location for these wasn’t standardized (naturalistic observation) we had little              

control. As one might expect, it was hard to know when user’s expressed a “preference” for a design                  

because they believed it offered genuine functional improvements or because of its novelty.  

 

Results & Feedback 

Concept 1: ORB 

 

Participants liked that they could instantly visualize their performance. They responded favorably to the              

ability to create subgoals under specific category. They liked the Orb, and thought abstracting goals was                

a clever design choice and called out its design for a holistic sense of future self as an advantage. 

 

However, some found the copy confusing. In a particular instance, a participant noted that they don’t                

think in terms of a “future self”, and so seeing that repetitively in the copy was awkward. Another                  

participant reported seeing “one step away from future self” was unsettling because they weren’t sure               

of the scale on which proximity to their future self was measured (by time? Or by goals completed?). A                   

user remarked that the app might be better if it was more automatic and required less manual inputs.                  

Another participant said that the affirmations needed to be personalized.  
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Concept 2: Digital Buddy 

 

Users liked the interface. It’s monochrome palette & minimalist design felt “serious” as opposed to a                

“playful” application. Participants liked the auto breakdown of deadlines as they felt like they didn’t               

have to do all the heavy listing. They liked the stacked view for presenting all the tasks that were part of                     

a larger project. User’s liked the idea of a summary page because they could view historical performance                 

and adjust behavior accordingly. Quite a few of the participants mentioned the motivational reminders              

was actually effective in making them want to work. 

 

Users were conflicted about the restricted reasons for rescheduling; for some, the options encapsulated              

all possible reasons but for others it was too limiting to be effective. Users also weren’t confused as to                   

the difference between focus mode/Do Not Disturb. 

 

Concept 3: Flowers 

 

Participants enjoyed & preferred the conversational therapist (vs. the logical ) one because it was more                

polite. However, many acknowledged that this might be against their best interests because they’re              

tempted to choose whatever works best. 

 

Participants liked the “Four Walls” questioning part of the application because it made them more               

conscious of their inconsistencies. Surprisingly, many were indifferent to the flower metaphor (perhaps             

we didn’t do a good job of explaining how it should work). We suspect that a longitudinal study might                   

have been a better way to track people’s true preferences.  
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Final Design 
 

Bttn is a chatbot which intelligently breaks up and schedules tasks and helps with emotion regulation.                

Although Bttn can be used by most people dealing with procrastination, we think it’ll be of particular                 

importance to college students & knowledge workers who are motivated to self-reflect, improve             

productivity and manage stress levels.  

 

A stand-alone app, Bttn uses a Voice User interface along with intuitive gestures to facilitate ease of use.                  

The final product, an interactive voice-enabled mobile prototype was demonstrated during class            

presentations. In addition to incorporating several relevant insights from leading research (see literature             

review), iterations also addressed feedback received from the concepts.  

 

 

 

Final design replaced emojis with abstracted mood representation 
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We narrowed down the reasons for people’s negative moods towards certain tasks to an initial 3                

reasons of difficulty, fear of failure and lack of interest, based on research and testing. Furthermore, it                 

customises interventions– when a user reports that a task is too difficult, Bttn breaks down large tasks                

into smaller ones. For fear of failure, Bttn displays self-affirming messages. If there’s a lack of interest,                 

Bttn asks you to reframe it as either a challenge or an activity with a reward. At the scheduled time, it                     

reminds the user of their personal reasons to complete.  

 

 

Bttn uses user-supplied information to attach rewards to particular activities. 

 

 

Bttn learns from user’s past behaviours and uses historical data to send self-affirming messages for tasks                

associated with feelings of not being able to overcome challenges. Sentence structures would include              

options for reframing these tasks as challenges, positive associations or rewards. We reframed             

procrastination as rescheduling in order to counteract negative emotions attached to it, and provided a               

visual timeline that reduces distance from future self by demonstrating how current decision may              

impact the future. There’s no penalty if a task isn’t completed– it’s just rescheduled.  

 

Summary analytics on historical behavior would help users not only with creating awareness about              
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patterns responsible for their procrastination, but can also serve as an emotion regulation mechanism              

by providing proof that they were able to overcome their negative emotions towards task completion. 

 

  

 

 

Bttn at Demo Day.   
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Conclusion 

Limitations & Future Developments:  

 

Since Bttn was designed to be integrated with the user’s task scheduler, we were not able to take an                   

embedded approach into its design. To get maximum value from using the app, its self-introspection               

techniques overly rely on users having a high degree of self-awareness and motivation for change.  

 

We tested with students from CMU itself (9 from the exploratory interviews, 8 from the user                

interviews). Our brief tests may not accurately represent the behavior & attitudes that were recorded               

through our testing. We might have benefitted from a long term user study to gain inferences over the                  

designs, since the success of any design in context to behaviour change can only be measured over an                  

extended period of time. Furthermore, we could have chosen students from outside Carnegie Mellon or               

Pittsburgh/US to see whether there are different cultural norms in those environments.  

 

For future iterations, it would also be interesting to further explore different persona’s for the chatbot,                

since chatbot design is what’s most lacking in literature. Does an aggressive tone motivate people to                

work? Or does it achieve the opposite effect by triggering psychological reactance? We could build on                

Bttn’s (the bot itself) character & expand its features. Although initial concept explorations went into               

this, we weren’t able to take it through to the design phase. 

Final Takeaways  

This research allows us to make progress towards the understanding of how procrastination could be 

alleviated (or even, preserved) by technology. We see many interesting dynamics emerge, such as the 

fact that merely changing the way people perceive their procrastination habits could change their 

feelings & attitudes towards it. Giving people the tools to let them monitor both historical & anticipate 

future occurrences helps them avoid stressful situations. In summary, application developers need to 

think more deeply when building productivity tools. It’s no longer enough to have powerful integrations 

that are directly related to the work, they must also ensure the person doing the work is in the 

appropriate frame of mind. 
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Appendix I 

Revised Questions for Initial interviews. 

How does procrastination manifest 

1. On a scale of 1 to 10, how much of a problem is procrastination for you? 

2. What does procrastination mean or look like to you? 

3. What sorts of things do you procrastinate on? 

a. What are the situations you procrastinate over the most? 

b. Are there any emotions that you strongly associate to these situations? 

c. When are you most likely to procrastinate? 

4. What activities do you think you end up engaging in when procrastinating? These can be digital 

or non-digital. 

 

How does procrastination affect one 

5. How does your procrastination affect you? 

6. Are you aware of your procrastination while it's happening, or usually in hindsight? 

7. How would you describe your life if you were to procrastinate lesser? (and more?) 

8. How well do you handle stress or anxiety?  

 

How do you deal with your procrastination 

9. What tools/methods/thought processes do you use to prevent procrastination?  

10. What helps you start to do your work? 

11. What do you think are good ways to prevent procrastination? 

 

Project Specific 

1. What tools do you use to manage your time and schedule?  

○ What do you like or dislike about these tools?  

2. Do you use friends or mentors to keep yourself from procrastinating?  

○ If yes, how? What about it works for you? 

○ If not, why? What about it doesn’t work for you?  
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Appendix 2  

Results from Lit Reviews & from Concept User Interviews 
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Appendix 3  

Poster for final concept prototype from demo day 
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